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The Basics

What is the Brain?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
control center for your bodyBecause of the brain, we can think, we have memory, we have personality, we can breathe without concentrating on it…



The Brain
• Contains 1 trillion cells

• One neuron can have up to 
1500 synapses

• Consistency of hard Jell-O

• When awake, your brain 
produces enough electricity to 
power a small light bulb

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After the light bulb thing the next slide about the neuron comes in where we talk about the structure of a neuron and how the “talk” to each other.1 trillion cells-> imagine if you could spend $1 million a day… it would still take you almost 3,000 years to spend 1 trillion dollars



Structure of a Neuron
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Synapses: How Neurons Communicate



Neurotransmitter-Receptor Binding: The Lock and Key



Neurotransmitter-Receptor Binding: The Lock and Key



Serotonin and Dopamine

Involved in:
● Reward
● Mood
● Pleasure/pain
● Learning & memory



Drug Use, Abuse, and Addiction



Drug Categories1.  Opiates

2.  Hallucinogens

3.  Stimulants

4.  Depressants

5. Cannabinoids

6.  Date   rape    
drugs

7.  Dissociatives

8.  Prescription drugs

9.  Inhalants



Why Do People Take Drugs?



Why Do People Take Drugs?

● “It feels good”
● To fit in
● Curiosity
● To escape reality
● Help with illness
● Relieve pain
● Enhance performance 

(academic, sports, etc)



The reward pathway

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the most important jobs the brain has is to process rewards.  As you can see on this figure, there are several important regions for this.  The VTA sends a reward signal using dopamine which will discuss in a minute.  That signal is sent to the nucleus accumbens, where you ‘feel’ the rewards.  Because these two regions are so important to reward, many of drugs of abuse act there.



Drugs Can Change Brain Circuitry

Drugs can “hijack” the brain’s natural connections and 
change them, which can cause a variety of consequences



Addiction

You’re no longer in control...The drug 
controls you
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